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On December 22 1987 Television Tokyo (Terebi Tokyo) broadcast 
nationally in prime time a thirty minute program that depicted the machina 
tions of an international Jewish capitalist f  The program an animated m 
traduction to the Japanese economy showed President Ronald Reagan in the 
Oval Office of the White House discussing US policy toward Jewish Capi 
tal and it descnbed Judaism as a behef in sunspots and the prophecies of 
Nostradamus The program was An Introduction to the Japanese Economy 
based on a best selling four volume work published by the Japanese equiva 
lent of The Wall Street Journal 2 Although packaged as entertainment it was 
nonetheless a senous attempt to describe the development of the Japanese 
economy and the international environment in which it functions 3
Needless to say the way the program depicted the role of Jews m the 
world economy was neither accurate nor responsible and the description of 
Judaism was entirely erroneous In fact the program repeated and promoted 
with the imprimatur of one of Japan s leading newspapers a senes of mis 
leading stereotypes reminiscent of modem European anti Semitism to wit 
that there is an actor m the world economy known as international Jewish 
capital that this actor exercises an inordinate and baleful influence that 
governments including the US government have specific policies to deal 
with Jewish capital that the behavior of international Jewish capital is 
determined by the arcane tenets of Judaism and that the behavior of the 
world economy becomes more comprehensible if one understands the goals 
and practices of international Jewish capital
There is nothing to indicate that author Ishmomon Shôtarô the 
Nihon keizai shimbun or Television Tokyo were motivated by an animus 
toward the Jews when they conceived published and broadcast what in the 
West would be regarded as anti Semitism None of these individuals or orga 
nizations has anything remotely resembling an anti Semitic agenda or even a 
clear notion of who the Jews are Their ludicrous caricature of Judaism 
reveals not malice but appalling ignorance
If the author publisher and television producers of An Introduction 
to the Japanese Economy were not acting out of malice then how are we to 
explain the appearance of anti Semitic stereotypes here and elsewhere in the 
Japanese media7 What are the sources of these stereotypes and what can be 
done to correct them7
^This is a slightly revised version of a paper presented at a conference on Japan and the 
Jews Past, Present, and Future convened at the Japan Society in New York Apnl 10- 
11 1989 Much of the research for this paper was done during the 1988 89 academic 
year when I was an associate m the Center for Advanced Study at the University of II 
linois at Urbana Champaign I am grateful to the Center for East Asian and Pacific 
Studies at the University of Illinois for allowing me to take a year away from my regu 
lar teaching duties to pursue this research I am also grateful to Honuchi Nobuo who 
assisted me and to the Program in Arms Control Disarmament and International 
Security (ACDIS) for providing me with the financial resources to retain him 
2Ishmomon Shotaro Nihon keizai nyumon 4 vols (Nihon keizai shimbunsha 1986-88) 
^The installment in question was an animated version of Nihon keizai nyumon voi 2 pp 
215 276 The first volume of this work has been published in English See Shotaro 
Ishinomon Japan Inc Introduction Japanese Economics (The Comic Book) 
(Berkeley University of California Press 1988)
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Passive Stereotypes
Perhaps the most important thing to keep m mind when considering 
Japanese attitudes toward the Jews is that the majority of Japanese never give 
Jews a thought They carry a senes of stereotypes passively received that 
they consider joshiki or common sense The televised episode of An Intro 
duction to the Japanese Economy that treats the Jews reflected these passive 
stereotypes what the Japanese know or think they know about Jews and 
Judaism
There is no single source of these passive Japanese stereotypes of the 
Jews There is no Japanese anti Semitic movement that actively spreads 
defamatory propaganda about the Jews The fact is as Miyazawa Masanon 
has documented in two magistenal studies Japanese attitudes toward the 
Jews have developed from a vanety of sources over many decades and 
through several distinct phases 4
Racial and ethnic prejudice is intolerable whether it is active or pas 
sive and I do not mean to exculpate the Japanese for their prejudices simply 
by saying that they are passive The Japanese are responsible for their views 
passive or not Nevertheless in trying to deal constructively with Japanese 
prejudices and stereotypes it is essential to understand their source
While it is true that most Japanese never think about the Jews there 
are writers intellectuals and scholars who make a career out of doing just 
that The stereotypes held passively by most Japanese derive principally 
from what these writers tell them
Writers on the Jews fall into three major and one ancillary categories 
These are (1) neutral scholars and journalists whose work is characterized by 
objective research and reporting (2) right-wing authors who promote The 
Protocols o f the Elders o f Zion and other conspiracy theories (3) left wing 
writers motivated by an opposition to Zionism and (4) writers who are 
themselves Jews or the spouses of Jews whose work in Japanese frequently 
reinforces Japanese preconceptions about the Jews
Neutral Scholarship
There is a large amount of senous ideologically neutral scholarship 
and journalism dealing with the Jews available in Japan today Original Japa 
nese scholarship on Jewish subjects includes works on virtually every aspect 
of Jewish life and thought Representative recent works include Studies in 
Modern Gemían Jewish Intellectual History by Yamashita Hajime of Kansai 
University * Jewish Thought two volumes in a sixteen-volume senes on 
Eastern thought published by the prestigious Iwanami Publishing Company 6 
and The Kaballah by Hakozaki Sólchi '
In addition to onginal Japanese scholarship on the Jews virtually 
every foreign work of importance has been translated and published m Japan
4Miyazawa Masanon Yudayajinron ko Nihon ni okeru rongi on tsuiseki rev ed 
(Shinsensha 1982) and Nihonpn no Yudaya Isuraeru runs hi ki (Kyoto Showado 
1980)
5Yamashita Hajime Kindai Doitsu Yudaya seishinshi kenkyu (Yushmdo 1980)
^Nagao et al eds Yudaya shisoshi I I I  m Iwanami hoza Toyoshiso vols 1 and 2 
(Iwanami shoten 1988 89)
^Hakozaki Soichi Kabara (Seidosha 1988)
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Many good introductions to Judaism and Jewish history written from a van 
ety of different perspectives are readily available in Japanese bookstores 
These include Isidore Epstein s Judaism A Historical Presentation ° Cecil 
Roth s History o f the Jews 9 the six volume History o f the Jewish People 
edited by H H Ben Sasson 10 and Max Dimont s popular Jews God and 
History 11
A few of the individual Jewish authors whose works are available in 
Japanese include Martin Buber Gershom Scholem Walter Benjamin George 
Steiner Ehe Wiesel Isaac Bashevis Singer Philip Roth and Saul Bellow 
Lucy Dawidowicz The War Against the Jews Joan Peters From Time Im  
memorial Charles Silberman s A Certain People and Norman Cohn s War 
rant fo r  Genocide The Myth o f the Jewish World Conspiracy and the 
Protocols o f the Elders o f Zion ^  are all available in Japanese Books as 
diverse as The Memoirs o f Gluckel o f Hameln13 and Lenny Bruce s How to 
Talk Dirty and Influence People are available in Japanese translation 14
Clearly there is no dearth of good representative writing about the 
Jews and Jewish culture in Japanese Because of their perceived scholarly or 
exotic nature however sales of these titles seldom exceed a few thousand 
copies and their influence in the formulation of popular Japanese images of 
the Jews is limited
One of the problems that mitigates the influence of these books is the 
difficulty Japanese readers seem to have in distinguishing between reliable 
and unreliable sources of information A prime example of this phenomenon 
is the recently published Yudaya bukku (literally Jewish Books) subtitled m 
English Books and Reviews on Judea and Judaism Yudaya bukku was 
prepared by Group Origins of the 21st Century an ad hoc society of ten or 
fifteen people with no discernible academic credentials formed in 1985 to 
study the occult 15 Yudaya bukku is a well intentioned attempt to make 
some sense out of the many theories of the Jews circulating in Japan today 
including Jewish conspiracy theories Japanese Jewish common ancestry 
theories and the like
The most salient characteristic of the book however is its inability to 
differentiate between credible and fraudulent data For example while it 
concludes that The Protocols and books based upon it are frauds 16 it none 
theless contends that Jewish cartels (Yudaya zaibatsu) controlled by 
Jewish families like the Rockefellers the Morgans and others have in fact 
shaped the course of modem history and will continue to do so 17
^Azumi Eiji and Koizumi Takashi trans Yudaya sfuso no hatten to keifu (Kinokumya 
shoten 1975)
^Hasegawa Shm and Azumi Eiji trans Yudayajin no rekishi (Misuzu shobo 1966) 
lOlshida Tomoo et al trans Yudaya minzokushi six vols (Rokko shuppan 1976 )
1 iFujimoto Kazuko trans Yudayajin 2 vols Asahi sensho 265 266 (Asahi shimbunsha 
1984)
l^Uchida Tatsuru trans Yudayajin sekai seifuku inbo no sfunwa Sfuon kenja no giteisho 
(Dynamic Sellers 1986)
^G etto n i ikite aru Yudaya fujin no shuki tr Hayashi Mizue (Shmjusha 1974) 
l^Fujimoto Kazuko trans Yatsura o shabentaose1 (Shobunsha 1977) 
l^Gurupu 21 seiki gensho no kai Yudaya bukku (Tokuma shoten 1988) p 354 
^Yudaya bukku pp 93 130 
17Yudaya bukku pp 54 64 65
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Another such hodgepodge of fact and fantasy is Saitô Eizaburô s The 
Secret o f Jewish Power that Controls the World 1° Bom in 1913 Saltò was 
elected to the lower house of the Japanese Diet in 1974 He claims to hold 
three doctorates (m law literature and business) from three universities and 
to have authored 180 books 19 Saitô s book on the Jews is basically a 
regurgitation of half digested secondary sources on Jewish history and it is 
hard to argue with his conclusion which is that Arabs and Jews should live 
together in peace 20 bin he continually intellects anti-Semitic canards half 
truths and fictions For example according to Saltò Franklin Roosevelt was 
thirty percent Jewish and became president as a Jewish spy 21 He contends 
that the Jews have declared World War I the beginning of Armageddon 
which they are convinced will bring the Messiah 22 Saltò declares that the 
postwar Japanese constitution was imposed on Japan by the Freemasons who 
are indistinguishable from the Jews 23 And he relates that the State of Israel 
was created when Harry Truman sent 100 000 American Jews to Palestine 
aboard US Navy ships which shelled the land and drove out the native in 
habitants 24
Saitô s inability to separate fact from fiction in his efforts to under 
stand the Jews is in a sense characteristic of the Japanese situation The 
reality is that many ideas about Jews that have long since been discredited in 
the West simply have not been discredited in Japan and many facts consider 
ed well established in the West are actively questioned there
Right Wing Conspiracy Theories
The popularity in Japan of books on the Jewish world conspiracy is 
a case in point The popularity of these books has caused considerable con 
cem m the United States Immediately after The New York Times published 
an article in its March 12 1987 edition on the booming sales of anti Semitic 
books m Japan Senator Arlen Specter (R-PA) and Representative Charles 
Schumer (D NY) cosigned an angry letter to then Prime Minister Nakasone 
Yasuhiro protesting the trend There have even been angry voices calling on 
American Jews to boycott Japanese goods 25
All the books on the Jewish world conspiracy circulating m Japan 
today are based either in whole or in part on The Protocols o f the Elders o f 
Zion a notorious anti Semitic forgery created by the Russian secret police 26 
The Protocols was first published in Japan in 1924 in a translation by an
l^Saito Eizaburo Sekai o ugokasu yudaya pawaa no himitsu (Nihon keizai tsushmsha 
1984)
l^Saito unnumbered copyright page
20Saito pp 217 218
21Saito pp 134 135
22Saito pp 171 172
2^Saito p 129
24Saito p 186
^C harles Chi Halevi in The Chicago Tribune April 28 1987 See also the letter from 
Morton Marcus in Moment January February 1988 
2^The history of The Protocols is complex For a careful analysis see Cohn Warrant for 
Genocide
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Army officer named Yasue Nonhiro 27 The Protocols continues to be pub 
lished today m a variety of versions the most recent to my knowledge being 
the text included in a book called The Jews and the Kremlin published in 
1987 28
It would be a mistake to overemphasize the importance of the tradì 
tion of anti Semmsm in Japan It is a minor tradition by any standard How 
ever it is equally fallacious to claim that Japan is one of the few countries 
with no history of anti Semiüsm 29 The fact that classical European anti 
Semitism had been domesticated in Japan by the 1930s simply cannot be lg 
nored 30
Shiôden Nobutaka an army officer who had worked for Japanese 
army intelligence in Vladivostok and Harbin became the dean of Japanese 
anti Semites m the 1930s and 40s visiting Nazi Germany^ and advocating 
the extermination of the Jewish population under Japanese control 32 RUn 
nmg on an anti Semitic platform Shiôden polled more votes than any other 
candidate m the 1942 Diet election 33 His 500 page anti Semitic tome of 
1941 The Thought and Movement o f the Jews which contains a translation 
of The Protocols was republished m Tokyo in 1987 34
The most popular contemporary Jewish conspiracy theorist in Japan 
is Uno Masami who was bom in Osaka in 1941 Uno published two books 
in 1986 I f  You Understand the Jews You Will Understand the World A
27 Although The Protocols was first published in Russia between 1903 and 1905 the book 
only became influenual after 1917 when it was translated and adapted into many lan 
guages The Japanese translauon was thus more or less simultaneous with translations 
into Western languages Perhaps the most important adaptauon of The Protocols was 
Henry Ford s The International Jew which was published in 1920 and subsequently be 
came a staple of Nazi propaganda
28Nagafiichi Ichiro Yudayajin to kuremurin (Shinjinbutsu oraisha 1987) This book also 
contains a translation of Protokoly Sovetsikh Mudretsov (Protocols of the Elders of the 
Soviet Union) by Gngom Petrovich Klimov a Soviet defector who lives today in 
Queens New York It is the most grotesque and virulently anti Semitic tract available 
m Japan today The Japanese title is Soren choro no giteisho 
29chikushi Tetsuya, writing in the Asahi shimbun June 17 1987 A translation of 
Chikushi s amele also appeared in The Milwaukee Journal on August 27 1987 
^M iyazawa documents the development of this tradiuon m Yudayajinron ko 
■^Norman Cohn menUons Shioden and his enthusiasm for Nazism in Cohn Warrant for 
Genocide Brown Judaic Studies 23 (Chico CA Scholars Press 1981) pp 242 243 
Fujivara (Fujiwara) whom Cohn mentions as a separate person (p 242) is in fact 
Shioden who used the name Fujiwara Nobutaka as a nom de plume 
32one authority writes [Shioden] was the exception to the rule among the Japanese ex 
perts who wanted to make use of the Jews he followed more closely the true Nazi Ime 
of advocating the radical elimination of Jewry from the Far East See David 
Kranzler Japanese Nazis and Jews The Jewish Refugee Community o f Shanghai 
1938 1945 Yeshiva University Press New York 1976 p 207 
33Tetsu Kohno Debates on the Jewish Question in Japan Hosei daigaku kyoyobu ed 
Kiyo 46 (January 1983) p 19 Kohno s essay is based on a lecture delivered at the 
University of Massachusetts February 18 1982 A condensed version has been pub 
lished as The Jewish Question in Japan m The Jewish Journal o f Sociology (June 
1987) XXIX(l) 37 54
34Shioden Nobutaka Yudaya shiso oyobi undo (Shmkosha 1987)
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Scenario fo r  the Economic Apocalypse o f 799035 and I f  You Understand 
the Jews You Will Understand Japan The Day the Jews Take Control o f a 
Hollowed Out Japan 36 which the publisher claims had sold a combined 
total of well over a million copies by April 1987 31 Uno has been quoted as 
an informed source in the Yomiuri Japan s most widely read daily newspa 
per 38 and he regularly lectures to groups of Japanese businessmen on the 
world situation
Another influential conspiracy theorist is Yajima Kinji Bom in 
Kyoto m 1919 Yajima has held a number of academic posts and is presently 
professor of international relations at Aoyama Gakuin University in Tokyo 
According to its dust jacket his March 1986 book The Expert Way o f Read 
ing the Jewish Protocols was m its fifty fifth printing by April 1987 39 
Despite Yajima s publicly espoused position that the world economy is con 
trolled by a global Jewish conspiracy he has been cited twice by Time maga 
zine as a reliable expert on economic affairs 40
I have analyzed Uno s theories at length elsewhere 41 Suffice it to 
say here that both he and Yajima make extensive use of The Protocols o f the 
Elders o f Zion Yajima describes The Protocols as a record of decisions 
made by a conference of the leaders of the Jews 42 Later he admits that The 
Protocols are a forgery but he argues that the contents are nonetheless a true 
reflection of Jewish wisdom and intentions 43
Both Uno and Yajima also rely heavily on the conspiracy theories of 
Gary Allen a speech writer for former Alabama Governor George Wallace 
who died in 1986 An ultranght-wing ideologue Allen was a contributing 
editor to both the Conservative Digest and the John Birch Society s American 
Opinion magazine His most influential books in Japan are None Dare Call It 
Conspiracy and The Rockefeller File both of which are available m Japanese 
and both of which Yajima cites 44
Yajima lifts many of his theories almost verbatim from Allen s None 
Dare Call It Conspiracy 45 and he explicitly identifies the Jews with Allen s 
Insiders the power elite and The Eastern Establishment 46 He con 
tends that the US and USSR are both controlled by an invisible empire or 
shadow government 47 According to Yajima this invisible empire which
35uno Masami Yudaya ga wakaru to sekm ga miete kuru 1990 nen shumatsu keizai 
senso e no shinano (Tokuma shoten April 1986)
36uno Masami Yudaya ga wakaru to Nihon ga miete kuru kudoka Nihon o Yudaya ga 
shuchu in suru toki (Tokuma shoten November 1986)
^According to an advertisement m the Yomiuri shimbun April 6 1987 
38Yomiuri shimbun January 17 1987
39Yajima Kinji Yudaya purotokoru cho urayomi jutsu (Seishun shuppansha 1986)
Time April 6 and November 9 1987
41See Japanese Anti Semiusm The World and I  November 1987 pp 401-409 
42yajima p 4 
43yajima pp 58 59
44yajima p 33 The Rockefeller File has been translated under the title Rokkuferaa 
teikoku no inbo tr Takahashi Yoshmon (Jiyu kokuminsha) None Dare Call It Con 
spiracy has been published as Insaidaa tr Yuasa Shin ichi (Taiyo shuppan)
45cary Allen and Larry Abraham None Dare Call It Conspiracy (Seattle Double A Publi 
cations 1971 1983) Compare for example the chart on Financing Bolshevik Revo­
lution (Allen p 80) with Yajima s chart on p 75 
4bYajima pp 37ff
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aims to unite the world under its control is comprised of three secret 
societies all of which grew out of the eighteenth century secret order known 
as the Illuminati What Yajima considers secret societies are the Round 
Table Groups the Council on Foreign Relations and the Royal Institute for 
International Affairs All of this is taken directly from Gary Allen 48 Uno 
Masami is less overt m his use of Allen s work but Allen s influence is none 
theless apparent 49
Uno departs from Yajima however by introducing a third source m 
his work Christian fundamentalism Uno a minister m the Osaka Bible 
Christian Church 50 has written other books with titles like Great Prophecies 
o f the Old Testament and More Great Prophecies o f the Old Testament and 
he is the editor of a magazine on current affairs called Enoch 51
Uno s Scenario for the Economic Apocalypse of 1990 is spelled 
out m both of his 1986 books 52 Using the prophecies of Ezekiel and the 
Book of Revelation Uno predicts imminent nuclear holocaust precipitated by 
a Soviet invasion of Israel Uno s Armageddon theology so closely resem 
bles the apocalypticism of American fundamentalist preacher Hal Lindsey 
that it is hard to imagine that he is unfamiliar with Lindsey s work Lind 
sey s The Late Great Planet Earth which was first published m 1970 and had 
reportedly sold eighteen million copies by the mid 1980s.53 predicts an 
identical catastrophe based on the same exegetical evidence 54
In sum therefore today s nght wing conspiracy theories are an ex 
tension of Japan s domestic tradition of anti Semitism based on The 
Protocols o f the Elders o f Zion 55 At the same time these theories borrow 
heavily from foreign sources particularly the conspiracy theories of Gary Al 
len and the apocalyptic theology of fundamentalist theologians like Hal Lind 
sey and they are thus related to ideological trends abroad particularly m the 
United States
^Com pare Yajima on the Illuminati pp 83 84 with Allen None Dare Call It Conspiracy 
pp 30n 91 Compare also Allen None Dare Call It Conspiracy pp 92 94 on the 
Round Table Groups the Royal Institute for International Affairs and the Council on 
Foreign Relations with Yajima pp 82 86
4^See for example Yudaya ga wakaru to sekaiga miete kuru pp 187 189
Salino does not make his religious affiliation clear in the biographical note on the overleaf 
of his book covers The New York Times article cited above says that Uno describes 
himself as a Christian fundamentalist Michael Schudnch rabbí of the Jewish 
Community Center in Tokyo who was interviewed by Uno told me that Uno presented 
himself as a minister in the osaka seisho hnsuto kyokai (Osaka Bible Christian 
Church)
^K yuyaku seisho no daiyogen and Zoku kyuyaku seisho no daiyogen were both published 
by Tokuma shoten Enoch is published monthly by Uno s own Chuto mondai kenkyu 
sentaa (Middle East Problems Research Center)
5^Uno Yudaya ga wakaru to sekai ga miete kuru pp 233 244 Yudaya ga wakaru to 
Nihon ga miete kuru pp 225 252
53orace Halsell Prophecy and Politics Militant Evangelists on the Road to Nuclear War 
(Westport CT Lawrence Hill 1986) p 4
^4Hal Lindsey The Late Great Planet Earth (New York Bantam Books 1973) See espe 
ciallypp 135 168
55uno praises Yasue Nonhiro the first translator of The Protocols as a visionary who 
detected the Jewish world conspiracy even before the war See Yudaya ga wakaru to 
sekai ga miete kuru pp 31 32
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Left-Wing Anti Zionism
A question that invariably comes up m discussions with Americans 
about contemporary Japanese anti Semitism is the possibility of Arab in 
fluence In a recent article an American joumahst intimated that Uno 
Masami is on the Arab payroll He wrote Western intelligence agents in the 
Far East have for some time been investigating possible ties between au 
thor Uno and the well funded Arab propaganda effort in Japan 56
To my knowledge there is no evidence to support such allegations 57 
In fact as a Christian fundamentalist Uno s Armageddon theology is pro 
Israel since the Second Coming of Chnst is predicated upon the in gathering 
of the Jews and the success of the Jewish conspiracy 58 Furthermore Arab 
representatives in Japan have been outspoken in their criticism of The 
Protocols and its purveyors 59
This is not to say that there is no Arab influence in Japan but that m 
fluence is exercised primarily upon and through the Left not right wing con 
spiracy theorists like Uno
Miyazawa has written that the early postwar period from 1950 to 
1967 was a period of sympathy for the Jews and for Israel in Japan Treat 
ment of Israel m the press was quite favorable in the early sixties and in 
1963 a Japanese kibbutz movement was established 60
After the 1967 Six Day War however Japanese attitudes toward the 
Jews and Israel began to change, particularly among leftists The post 1967 
attitude of the Left toward the Jews is characterized by a single minded 
denial of their peoplehood and consequently of the legitimacy of Zionism as 
a national movement and of Israel as a state This attitude is exemplified by 
the writings and activities of two men in particular Hirokawa Ryûichi and 
Itagaki Yûzô and it finds its most extreme and violent expression in the ac 
tivities of Japanese terrorists like Shigenobu Fusako and Okamoto Kôzô
Hirokawa Ryûichi was bom in Tientsin China m 1943 In March 
1967 he graduated from the education department of Waseda University and 
left almost immediately for Israel amving there on May 22 The Six Day 
War broke out two weeks later on June 5
Hirokawa was attracted to Israel as a bold socialist experiment He 
had read Martin Buber on the kibbutz movement and he was attracted by the 
idea of the kibbutzim as the new socialism in practice He knew next to 
nothing about the Arab Israeli conflict regarding it vaguely as a tnbal rivalry 
going back to time immemorial 61
The Six Day War changed his perceptions radically I began to 
feel he wrote that out of ignorance I was committing an irrevocable mis
5b\Villy May Stem David and Godzilla The New Republic February 27 1989 p 18 
5?I have asked Israeli embassy officials in Tokyo who have suggested that Uno may be 
receiving Arab money to provide evidence to support their claims They have been un 
able to do so
58see for example Yudaya ga wakaru to Nihon ga miete kuru pp 239ff 
59see for example Abdelwahab Chalbi A Windfall for Israeli Apologists in the Asahi 
shimbun September 3 1987 Itagaki Yuzo s comments in the Asahi shimbun March 
28 1987 and Itagaki s comment quoted in Jewish Conspiracy a Figment of an Au 
thor s Imagination The East (June 1987) 23(2) 43 
6^Miyazawa Yudayajinron ko pp 138 164
61 Hirokawa Ryuichi Yudaya kokka to arabu gerirà (Soshisha 1971) p 1
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take in aiding Israel 62 Books like Cecil Roth s A History o f the Jews failed 
to allay his fears
In Roth s work the author s rigorous view of 
history enes out against human oppression and 
because it does so it raises universal questions 
about human responsibility But when Roth 
treats Israel his [universalistic] attitude toward 
history vanishes and his Jewish history be 
comes nothing more than the history of a par 
ticular people Israel is as it were uncntically 
legitimized This is not only true of Cecil 
Roth almost all books on Jewish history con 
tain this sort of modem history which is at 
odds with the rest 63
Disillusioned Hirokawa moved to a kibbutz affiliated with the Israeli 
Communist Party He subsequently made contact with the ultraleft wing Is 
raeli organization Mazpen Attending their weekly meetings he came to a 
new understanding of the Arab Israeli conflict
I began to understand that the Mideast conflict 
is a complex of Zionism the ideology of Israeli 
statehood imperialism Arab feudalism and 
the chauvinism of the Jewish and Arab peoples 
It seemed to me that each of these was inter 
dependent with the others And I began to feel 
that the weight of all the contradictions of this 
structure which might be called the structure 
of alienation and oppression was bearing 
down upon the original Palestinian inhabitants 
of the land who were being sacrificed to it 64 
Hirokawa concluded that there could be no neutrality m the Mideast 
conflict and he resolved to take up the Palestinian cause 65 Since his return 
to Japan in 1970 he has worked tirelessly as an outspoken critic of Israel
Hirokawa embodies the worldwide phenomenon of left wing disillu 
sionment with Israel and the transfer of allegiance to the Palestinians that fol 
lowed the Six Day War 66 in the view of Hirokawa and others on the Left
62Hirokawa Ryuichi Yudaya kokka to arabu gerirà p 2 
63Hirokawa Ryuichi Yudaya kokka to arabu gerirà pp 2 3 
64Hirokawa Ryuichi Yudaya kokka to arabu genra p 3 
65Hirokawa Ryuichi Yudaya kokka to arabu genra p 3
66rhe whole question of left wing anu Zionism in Japan deserves further study Jeffrey 
Herf gives an interesung interpretation of the West German left which also has taken 
an anti Zionist pro Palestinian position since 1967 He says Three factors appear to 
explain the difficulues that have hindered fuller discussion of anti Semiusm within the 
West German New Left First the small size of the Jewish community m West 
Germany Second Marxist analysis of fascism did not place the Final Solution or 
anti Semiusm at the center of attention The destrucuon of European Jewry served ab 
solutely no class military or national interest a fact that is very hard to incorporate 
into most Marxist historical analyses which hesitate to attribute too much influence to 
the power of utterly irrational ideologies [And third] support for the Palestinians 
and anti Zionism were part and parcel of the anticapitalist stance of the New Left The 
whole mess found a depressing conclusion m 1976 when two West Germans divided 
Jews from non Jews among the hijacked anime passengers in Entebbe (Jeffrey Herf 
The Holocaust Reception in West Germany Right, Center and Left in Anson
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with Israel s victory in 1967 the Jews ceased to be the eternal victims de 
scribed in Cecil Roth s History and became oppressors instead
This theme has been picked up and elaborated by another left wing 
cntic of Israel Itagaki Yûzô a professor of modem Arab history at Tokyo 
University Since as early as June 1967 Itagaki has argued the Arab position 
that the state of Israel has ho right to exist and that the only avenue to Middle 
East peace is the dismemberment of the Jewish State 67 He insists that op 
pressed and disenfranchised it is the Palestinians who are the true Jews of the 
modem world 68 it follows that if the Palestinians are the Jews then the 
Jews are the Nazis and m a controversial essay titled Nazism and Israel 
published in the prestigious intellectual monthly Sekai in July 1978 Itagaki 
argued just that He identified what he called collaboration between 
Zionists and Nazis on the eve of World War II and he concluded In light of 
these facts we arrive ineluctably at the problem of the Zionistic nature of 
Nazism and the anti Semitic character of Zionism 69 According to Itagaki 
Israel is the present day incarnation of Nazism and it is the Palestinians who 
battle against Israel who are the real opponents of anti Semitism 70
The similarity between Itagaki s position and Soviet and Arab 
rhetonc is not a coincidence Already in October 1967 Kondô Shin ichi had 
compared Itagaki s pronouncements on the Jews and Israel with published 
statements by the Arab League Soviet Premier Aleksei Kosygin and the Jap 
anese Communist Party newspaper Akahata and demonstrated how Itagaki s 
positions derived directly from Arab and Soviet sources 71
Itagaki has continued to function as an ardent Arab spokesman On 
December 1 and 2 1980 for example he helped to organize and appeared as 
the principal speaker at an international seminar on the status of Jerusalem 
held in Tokyo The seminar was cosponsored by the Arab League and the 
Maimchi shimbun Japan s third largest newspaper No Israeli or Jewish rep 
resentative was invited to participate and present the Israeli point of view 72 
The cardinal tenet of left wing dogma regarding the Jews is that the 
Jewish people does not exist In 1985 86 Hirokawa Ryûichi and a group
Rabinbach and Jack Zipes eds Germans and Jews Since the Holocaust The Changing 
Situation in West Germany (New York Holmes and Meier 1986) pp 220 221 ) 
67itagaki Yuzo Naseru no zasetsu to taikoku no egoizumu (The Failure of Nasser and 
the Egoism of the Great Powers) The Asahi Journal June 25 1967 p 19 
^Hirokawa Ryuichi and The Committee for Palestinian and Jewish Studies ed 
Yudayajin Yudayapn to wa nam ka (Sanyusha 1985) p 24 
^Itagaki Yuzo Nachizumu to Isuraeru Sekai July 1978 p 27 
70Hirokawa Ryuichi and the Society for the Study of the Palestine Jewish Question ed 
Yudayajin Yudayajin to wa nam ka p 24
Itagaki is hardly the only one who makes this argument For an American version 
see Lenm Brenner Zionism in the Age o f the Dictators (Westport CT Lawrence Hill 
1983)
7lKondo Shin ichi Marukusu Renmshugi Soren tai Yudayajin Shiomzumu Isuraeru 
(1) am chuto funso zushiki no seintsu katei (Marxist Leninism and the Soviet Union 
Against the Jews Zionism and Israel 1 The Development of a Schematic Approach to 
the Middle East Conflict) mTakushokudaigakuronshu voi 58(1967) pp 21 23 
72For the announcement of the seminar see the Mamichi shimbun November 28 1980
A similar incident took place m November 1987 when the city of Kyoto refused to 
invite representatives of Jerusalem to participate m the first World Conference of His 
tone Ciues In réponse the city of Boston which had been invited refused to attend 
SQQ The Boston Herald November 18 1987
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called The Committee for Palestinian and Jewish Studies published a two 
volume study titled The Jews 73 The first volume is a collection of essays 
subtitled What is a Jew ? According to the authors of these essays the Jews 
are not a people but merely a religious denomination Zionism on the other 
hand accepts a racist definition of the Jews and has created a Nazi racist 
state in Palestine with the help of Western imperialism Israel is thus funda 
mentally and irremediably illegitimate The consensus of the authors is that 
the Jews should reject racist Zionism dismantle the State of Israel in favor of 
a bmational secular state in Palestine and accept the status of a tolerated reli 
gious minority in the Islamic world
The first volume of The Jews tries to maintain a facade of scholarly 
objectivity The second volume titled The Jews Merchants o f Diamonds 
and Death discards this facade In his introduction Hirose Takashi goes out 
of his way to distinguish the work from right wing conspiracy books ' 4 but 
he then proceeds to claim that he has unearthed the real Jewish conspiracy 
which involves Israel South Africa and Taiwan
These three countries have entered into a tacit 
alliance of murder Devoting their energies to 
the most illicit of industries they are in fact 
shaping world events Most people looking su 
perficially at these countries will probably dis 
miss them as third-rate states not worth discuss 
ing But the fact is that early on they secretly 
cooperated in developing the atomic bomb 
Not only have they given birth to the most 
dangerous alliance m terms of global strategy 
but they have been directly involved in every 
conflict and war and are sending an endless 
stream of arms munitions, and military advice 
into the fields of battle As their reward they 
clench in their fists filthy lucre drenched in 
blood The diamonds referred to in the title of 
this book are the symbol of these ill gotten 
gams 75
Hirose s denials notwithstanding The Jews Merchants o f Diamonds 
and Death is simply a left wing Jewish conspiracy theory that portrays the 
Jews (in the guise of the Israelis) as manipulating world events large and 
small with diamond money and nuclear blackmail
In his 1971 book The Jewish State and the Arab Guerrillas Hirokawa 
Ryûichi announced that the only solution to the Middle East conflict was a 
socialist revolution Since Israel was the creation of Western imperialism
^Hirokawa Ryuichi et al ed Yudayajin (Sanyusha shuppan 1985 1986)
7^He wntes There are many people whose minds have been poisoned by the disreputable 
conspiracy theories of history that hold that the world is about to be overturned by the 
Jewish secret society of Freemasons I hope readers will distinguish carefully be 
tween this sort of dubious theorizing and the present work The Israel Lobby that exists 
in Europe and America is not an abstracuon like the Freemasons but a specific group of 
real bankers and speculators (Hirokawa Ryuichi and et al ed Yudayajin 
Davy amondo to shi no shonin Isuraeru no sekai senryaku (Sanyusha 1986) p 5 ) 
7%irokawa Ryuichi ed Yudayajin Daiyamondo to shi no shonin Isuraeru no sekai sen 
ryaku pp 1 2
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destroying Israel without destroying Western imperialism would be useless 
Furthermore even if the Palestinian struggle were successful unless Middle 
Eastern society were transformed the Palestinians would only succumb to the 
reactionary nationalism of the Arab states According to Hirokawa Al Fatah 
the main guerrilla faction of the PLO did not understand the necessity for a 
total revolution The only progressive guerrilla factions who understood the 
necessity of total revolution were George Habash s Popular Front for the 
Liberation of Palestine (PFLP) and Naif Hawatme s Popular Democratic 
Front for the Liberation of Palestine (PDFLP) 76
Hirokawa s dream of a revolution fomented by a small group of ter­
rorists who would radically transform the region has been lived out by mem 
bers of the Japanese Red Army {Nihon sekigun) like Shigenobu Fusako and 
Okamoto Kôzô 77 The Japanese Red Army is affiliated with the PFLP 
which has been responsible for numerous hijackings and other actions 
worldwide including the 1972 attack on Lod Airport m which Okamoto 
participated which left twenty four dead and seventy six wounded includ 
mg a group of Puerto Rican tourists 78
The point is that despite half hearted attempts to present the ap 
pearance of objectivity the revolutionary romanticism of Hirokawa Ryûichi 
aided and abetted by Soviet inspired Japanese Arabists like Itagaki Yûzô and 
backed on an ad hoc basis by the Arab League and the Japanese media 
legitimizes and provides the intellectual justification in Japan for the deadly 
violence against Jews and Israel perpetrated by Japanese Red Army terrorists 
like Okamoto Kôzô and Shigenobu Fusako
Self Appointed Spokesmen
Jews themselves have played an ambiguous role in the formulation of 
Japanese attitudes The Jew Within Me by Routie Joskowicz79 and Pas 
sover by Kometani Fumiko epitomize this role 80 Both books are highly 
visible works issued by major commercial publishing firms and both have 
received literary pnzes Joskowicz s book received the Playboy Prize for 
N onfiction 81 and Kometani s work was awarded both the coveted 
Akutagawa Prize and the Shinchô Prize for New Writers There have been 
other books by individuals with Jewish credentials written for a Japanese 
audience most notably the twelve books by Marvin Tokayer who served as 
rabbí of the Tokyo Jewish community for eight years in the 1970s 82 How
76Hirokawa Ryuichi Yudaya kokka to arabu genra pp 276 279 
77For an insightful portrait of Okamoto see Patricia G Steinhoff Portrait of a Terrorist 
An Interview with Kozo Okamoto m Asian Survey (September 1976) XVI(9) 830 
845
78walter Lacqueur Terrorism (Boston Little Brown and Company 1977) p 194 
79Routie Joskowicz Watakushi no naka no Yudayajin (San ichi Shobo 1989) This 
book was onginally published m 1982 by Shueisha under the author s married name 
Routie Hirokawa
80Kometam Fumiko Sugikoshi no matsuri (Shmchosha 1985)
8lThe prize is called dokyumento fuairu taisho (literally Document File Grand Prize ) in 
Japanese and is awarded by the Japanese edition of America s Playboy magazine 
82Tokayer s books include Yudaya hasso no kyoi (The Wonder of Jewish Thought) tr 
Kase Hideaki (Jitsugyo no Nihonsha 1972) Yudaya jokushu (Jewish Humor) tr 
Sukegawa Akira (Jitsugyo no Nihonsha 1973) Yudaya kakugenshu (Jewish Proverbs) 
tr Sukegawa Akira (Jitsugyo no Nihonsha 1975) Yudaya to Nihon nazo no kodaishi 
(The Jews and Japan The Riddle of Ancient History) tr Hakozaki Soichiro (Sangyo
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ever none of these has commanded the attention or had the impact of the 
books by Joskowicz and Kometam
More than their literary ment which is dubious the reason these two 
books have attracted so much attention in Japan is because of the way they 
confirm and reinforce Japanese preconceptions about the Jews Routie Jos 
kowicz s book for example lends Jewish legitimacy to the anti Zionism of 
Japan s left wing Joskowicz who was married to Hirokawa Ryûichi at the 
time her book was published but who has since been divorced is the daughter 
of Polish Holocaust survivors She was bom in Israel but raised principally 
in France As Fujimoto Kazuko has suggested her underlying personal 
agenda has been to escape her Jewish identity a not uncommon priority 
among the children of Holocaust survivors 83 she does this in her book by 
identifying with the oppressed Palestinian people denying the legitimacy of 
the State of Israel and even denying the existence of the Jewish people who 
she argues are merely descendants of the Khazars a Central Asian tribe that 
supposedly converted to Judaism in the Middle Ages 84 The book cannot be 
taken seriously as what it purports to be the heroic attempt by a mmonty-of 
one to be objective about the Jews and Israel It is as Fujimoto suggests one 
young Jew s attempt to free herself from the burden of Jewish history But in 
the Japanese context it merely serves the ideological purposes of the anti 
Zionist and quite possibly anti Semitic left wing
Kometam s Passover resembles Joskowicz s book in many ways 
While not a Jew herself Kometam is married to Hollywood screenwriter Josh 
(Harry and Tonto) Greenfeld who is Jewish She thus bnngs to her book an 
insider s knowledge of the Jews Kometam s book is a blistering attack on 
her Jewish in laws m which she uses anti Semitic imagery and innuendo to 
savage her husband s family The book is as Waka Tsunoda wrote in her 
review m World Literature Today not much more than a schoolchild s 
uninspired composition 85 j t was written as Akutagawa Prize jurist 
Nakamura Mitsuo has acknowledged as a personal vendetta 86 and novelist 
Endô Shûsaku another member of Akutagawa Prize jury has publicly 
deplored the anti Semitism m [the] novel 87
Like Joskowicz Kometam has an underlying personal agenda which 
is to express her festering resentments and recapture the freedom and
nontsu daigaku shuppanbu 1975) and Yudayajin no hasso (The Way Jews Think) tr 
Kase Hideaki (Tokuma shoten 1978) Tokayer did not actually write any of these 
books they were all ghost written by his translators using matenal he provided 
^Fujimoto Kazuko Shisha o se ni ou onna tachi Sfuso no kagaku (April 1983) 31 14 
21
84of this theory Bernard Lewis has written Some [Arab writers] limit this denial [of the 
continuity of Jewish peoplehood] to European Jews and make use of the theory that the 
Jews of Europe are not of Israelite descent at all but are the offspnng of a tribe of Cen 
trai Asian Turks converted to Judaism called the Khazars This theory first put for 
ward by an Austrian anthropologist in the early years of this century is supported by no 
evidence whatsoever It has long since been abandoned by all serious scholars in the 
field including those in Arab countries where Khazar theory is little used except in oc 
casional political polemics (Bernard Lewis Semites and Anti Semites (New York 
Norton 1987) p 4 8 )
85world Literature Today Autumn 1986 
86Bungei shunju March 1986 p 336 
8^Letter to The New York Times May 4 1987
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creativity she feels America and her autistic son Noah stole from her In her 
own words
It began to hit me when I translate [Josh s 
books about Noah88] Nothing left for me 
What I can do for my life now when I m taking 
care of kids all the time7 Always cleaning up 
the filth of Noah always him pulling my hair 
hurting me And I had emotions left a lot of 
complaints and I had to put them somewhere 
His Noah books always he is the hero my 
problems are not there I want to write my side 
of the story 89
As in Joskowicz s case Kometani s existential dilemma is legitimate 
One can no more deny the suffering of the mother of an autistic child than the 
pain and confusion of a second generation Holocaust survivor But like Jos 
kowicz Kometani expresses her resentments in a way that is not only in 
appropriate but that reinforces Japanese stereotypes of the Jews The dif 
ference is that m Kometani s case the anti Jewish vitnol utilizes and rein 
forces popular images of the Jews as incomprehensibly alien physically dis 
gusting and ultim ately dem onic Moreover insofar as her novella uses the 
Jews as a synecdoche for the West it articulates an abhorrence of Western 
culture similar to that which informs the books of authentic anti Semites like 
Uno Masami 91
Overlapping Categories and "Business Books"
For the most part Japanese attitudes toward the Jews are not actively 
formulated informed views but are vague notions passively received from a 
variety of sources There are at least four distinct sources of these attitudes 
neutral scholars and journalists right wing conspiracy theorists left wing 
anti Zionists and self appointed Jewish spokesmen
These categories are not immutable nor are they mutually exclusive 
For example Akama Gô s book The Structural Interplay o f the Japanese and 
Jewish Conspiracies combines quasi left wing political analysis with right 
wing conspiracy theories including theones concerning the Jews and the 
Freemasons based on The Protocols o f the Elders o f Zion 92 There are other 
examples of the confluence of Left and Right For example Hirokawa
88josh Greenfeld is the author of a number of books about his experiences raising an 
autistic child including A Child Called Noah (1972)
89Ellen Hopkins Her Story Los Angeles Times Magazine June 12 1988 p 41 
90l find particularly objecuonable the following passage which appears on pages 155 156 
of Kometani s book The people sitting here [around the seder table] are wondering 
why I don t convert to Judaism like Manlyn Monroe or Elizabeth Taylor Other reli 
gions don t exist for them Chnsuanity and Islam inherited this intolerance from 
Judaism and they all ended up killing each other That s the meddling West that won t 
leave people and their beliefs alone* That s colonialism [Christian] missiomzing and 
Nazism This passage describes Judaism as responsible for all the intolerance of 
Western civilization including Nazism
^ F o r  a fuller exposition of this analysis see my article Japanese Anti Semitism m The 
World and I November 1987 pp 401-409 See especially p 406 
Akama Go Nikon = Yudaya mbo no kozu (Tokuma shoten 1986)
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Ryûichi has contributed an essay to a special issue of a mass circulation mag 
azine on the Jews to which nght wing conspiracy theonsts like Yajima Kinji 
and Nagafuchi Ichiro also contributed 93
There is also an intermediate category that I have not discussed that 
includes books advising the Japanese on so called Jewish business prac 
tices Some of these books can be construed as philo Semitic Practical 
Jewish Business Methods by Fujita Den is one example Fujita owns the 
lucrative MacDonald s franchise in Japan and his book contains only two 
fleeting references to the Jews which praise Jews for bemg able to make 
quick decisions and for putting a high pnonty on learning foreign lan 
guages 94 On the other hand Soaring Stocks the Jews Pick by Konno 
Toyohiro a securities analyst can be distinguished from the anti Semitic 
tracts of Uno and Yajima only by the fact that it does not cite The 
Protocols 95
Implications for Jewish Japanese and US Japanese Relations
Insofar as the vast majority of Japanese do not actively formulate 
their attitudes toward the Jews they are not committed to specific attitudes 
Their thinking is malleable and subject to influence Strategies for mfluenc 
ing Japanese attitudes toward the Jews can and should be developed Those 
strategies should be based on an understanding that Japan is not a monolith 
and that any attempt at dialogue should take into account the diversity of Jap 
anese society and Japanese opinion
Since there appears to be considerable confusion in Japan over the 
distinction between legitimate and fraudulent scholarship regarding the Jews 
efforts to reinforce and promote the work of neutral scholars and com 
mentators and to delegitimize the work of ideologues is of the first pnonty 
Organizations like the Japanese Association for Jewish Studies {Nihon 
Isuraeru bunka kenkyu kai) which was founded in 1960 and which publishes 
the scholarly journal Studies on Jewish Life and Culture (Yudaya Isuraeru 
kenkyu) is the premier scholarly organization in the field It deserves recog 
mtion and support both inside and outside Japan 96
Japanese intellectuals from both liberal and conservative camps have 
spoken out against recent expressions of anti Semitism in Japan Katô
93Hirokawa Ryuichi Seisho Arabia kigen setsu (The Bible Came from Arabia) in 
Rekishi dokuhon March 1987 pp 118 125 This is a special issue devoted to The 
Mystenous Jews
^F ujita  Den Jissen no yudaya shoho chojoshiki no manee senryaku (KK Bestsellers 
1986) The two references are on p 12 where Fujita claims that Jewish success in 
busmess is partly the result of the Jews ability to make fast accurate decisions and on 
pp 89 91 where Fujita urges the Japanese to learn at least two foreign languages 
noung that the Jews have succeeded in a variety of national settings because they have 
been willing to do business in the language of the country 
95Konno Toyohiro Yudaya ga oshieru hisho kabu (KK Longsellers 1987)
96Studies in Jewish Life and Culture is published irregularly under the editorship of Kondo 
Shm ichi and Nakada Ichiro The most recent issue number eleven appeared in Octo­
ber 1988 Information about the Japanese Association for Jewish Studies and copies of 
its publications may be obtained from Nakada Ichiro Hijingaoka 4 24 3 Tama shi 
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Shûichi 97 Yamaguchi Yasushi 98 and Muramatsu T akesh i^  have written 
columns in major newspapers condemning the trend They have been com 
mendably candid identifying Japanese anti Semitism as a throwback to 
Nazism and as a sublimated manifestation of strong anti American sentiment
A recent program developed by the American Jewish Committee is 
worthy of note In 1989 the Committee organized a program with the Japan 
Center for International Exchange that will seek to familiarize Japanese and 
Jewish leaders with each other s culture Japanese will come to the United 
States to learn about the American Jewish community and American Jewish 
leaders will visit Japan to better their understanding of that country 100
The effort to establish a Jewish cultural center in Japan, spearheaded 
by Michael Schudnch until July 1989 rabbí of the Jewish Community in 
Tokyo is also a potent way for Jews to influence Japanese opinion on a con­
tinuing basis
Several recent developments suggest that increased contacts between 
the Jewish community and the Japanese Left might also be in order First 
despite the influence of anti Zionist ideologues there remains a large reser 
voir of support for Israel and sympathy for the Jewish people among left 
leaning Japanese who remember Israel s socialist past and regret its 
precipitous turn to the nght in the 1970s 101 Second changes m Soviet 
policy under Mikhail Gorbachev toward Jewish emigration Jewish culture in 
the Soviet Union and toward Soviet Israeli relations will inevitably be 
reflected in the attitudes espoused by Japanese leftists And finally the 
Socialist election victory of July 1989 indicates the need to improve 
Japanese Jewish relations through dialogue with these increasingly influential 
Japanese parliamentarians
To the extent that Japanese attitudes toward the Jews reflect anti 
Semitic prejudice in Japan they are obviously a problem for Jews and for Is 
rael but they also present a problem for the United States The nature of the 
problem is twofold it involves the future of US Japan relations and the im 
plications of an influential Japanese business presence within the United 
States
Since 1982 when Nakasone Yasuhiro assumed the pnme minister- 
ship nationalism has achieved a new legitimacy in Japan Some have seen 
this new nationalism as ominous and menacing 102 others have taken a more 
sanguine view 103 Whichever view one accepts it is clear that any formula
97Asahi shimbun June 15 1987 evening edition 
^A sa h i shimbun April 8 1987 evening edition 
99Sankei shimbun Apnl 10 1987
1 ^ information about this exchange program may be obtained from the American Jewish 
Committee 2027 Massachusetts Avenue N W Washington D C 20036 
lOlThe Democratic Socialist Party (DSP Minshalo) a moderate leftist party andtheJapa 
nese Confederation of Labor {Domei) its affiliated labor union have traditionally sup 
ported Israel The DSP is the fourth largest party m the Japanese House of Representa 
Uves and Domei with 2 1 million members is the second largest labor federauon m 
Japan (Ben Ami Shillony Japanese Views of Zionism and Israel unpublished ms 
Apnl 1989 )
iO^See for example Ian Buruma A New Japanese Nationalism The New York Times 
Magazine Apnl 12 1987 pp 23 26 29 38
lO^For example see Kenneth B Pyle In Pursuit of a Grand Design Nakasone Betwixt 
the Past and the Future Journal o f Japanese Studies (Summer 1987) 13(2) 243 270 
See especially pp 261 266 for an analysis of the role played by nationalism in 
Nakasone s politics
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tion of the future of US Japan relations must include an assessment of the 
role of nationalism in Japanese politics
In this context the presence of Uno Masami as an invited speaker at 
a Constitution Day rally held in 1987 by the ruling Liberal Democratic Party 
(LDP) under the chairmanship of former prime minister Kishi Nobusuke is 
worth noting 104 Revision of the postwar Japanese constitution particularly 
Article Nine which rejects war as an instrument of national policy is a long 
standing right wing goal in Japan Uno was invited to address this rally be 
cause he is a proponent of such constitutiorlal change He has argued that the 
postwar constitution is a Jewish plot to emasculate Japan 105 that Japanese 
American relations are Japanese-Jewish relations 106 an(j that intemation 
alism is the Judaization of Japan 107 t 0 Uno and his conservative cohorts 
Japan s relations with the United States are consequently the greatest threat 
not only to Japan s well being but to its very survival
It would be a mistake to regard Uno s views as representative of the 
mainstream of LDP thinking much less Japanese thinking in general 
Nevertheless as an expression of sublimated anti Americanism and anti­
democratic sentiment they unquestionably reflect the attitudes of some right 
wing members of Japan s ruling elite 108 The prevalence of anti Semitic 
conspiracy theories in Japan in the late 1980s should therefore be interpreted 
as a warning sign of profound anti American animosity that if unchecked 
could take significant political form m the future
The popularity of anti Semitic literature among Japanese 
businessmen also has potential domestic ramifications for the United States 
Newsweek magazine has estimated that by 1995 the Japanese government 
and Japanese private investors will likely own as much as 10 percent of 
all US assets 109 Moreover a recent study reported that for more than a 
decade the Japanese have been achieving a level of technological innovation 
greater than that of the United States 1*0 In short Japanese financial and 
technological influence in American society will increase over the next 
decade and some degree of political and cultural influence will inevitably 
follow H I
Japanese influence may well enrich America s already diverse cui 
ture However there have been indications of racial discrimination among 
Japanese businessmen in the United States A study by the Japan Pacific
104 Backers Protesters Mark Constitution s 40th Year Japan Times May 4 1987
^ Y u d a y a  ga wakaru to sekai ga miete kuru pp 149 150 Yudaya ga wakaru to Nihon ga 
miete kuru p 161
^^Yudaya ga wakaru to sekai ga miete kuru p 147
1 ^ Y udaya ga wakaru to Nihon ga miete kuru p 127
lO^Ishihara Shintaro a veteran member of the LDP with twenty one years experience in 
the Diet, who has held two cabinet posts and may well become a future prime minister 
may be numbered among this contingent For a discussion of his views as expressed m 
a popular volume titled The Japan That Can Say No see Seeing a Dependent and 
Declining US More Japanese Adopt a Nationalistic Spint The New York Times Au 
gust 4 1989
199Newsweek February 22 1988
1 ^ ®The New York Times March 7 1988
U lSee Ronald A Morse Japanese Lobbynomics Shaping Amenca s Political Agenda 
Venture Japan (1989) 1(4) 29 35 for a preliminary assessment of Japanese political m 
fluence m the United States
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Resource Network found a tendency among Japanese corporations to locate 
American branch faetones in areas with a small Black population An 
other study by two professors from the University of Michigan alleged a pat 
tern of discnmmation in hinng at Japanese auto faetones in the United 
States
To the extent that recent stereotyping of the Jews is indicative of a 
general pattem of Japanese racial prejudice it should be taken senously by 
US policymakers It is m the interest of all Amencans to discourage Japa 
nese stereotyping of Jews Blacks and other ethnic groups and to encourage 
Japanese understanding of Amenca s pluralistic society However the 
United States must live up to its own ideals in order to do this effectively 
Changes in the political atmosphere in the United States during the 1980s 
the Reagan administration s retrograde policies on civil rights the rise of the 
religious right as a political force and so on- have emboldened nght wing 
elements in Japan as well It would be a mistake to underestimate the sig 
mficance of the fact that many nght wing Japanese attitudes toward the Jews 
originate in the United States They concatenate and make manifest the latent 
anti Semitic content of ultraconservative Christian fundamentalism John 
Birch conservativism and the classical anti Semitism of The Protocols o f the 
Elders o f Zion
There have been Japanese efforts to make Japanese participation m 
American society constructive The activities of the Hitachi Foundation are 
exemplary While created by Hitachi a major Japanese electrical concern 
the corporate sponsors are unmvolved in decisions concerning where grants 
should be made and to whom Rather Hitachi has used the foundation 
which has concentrated many of its grants in the inner city in minority edu 
cation and in mtergroup relations to learn more about effective and con 
structive ways to relate to Amenca s multiethnic pluralistic society 114-
Japan is not the only country in Asia that is new to the Jews The en 
counter we are witnessing between Japanese and Jewish culture fraught as it 
is with mutual misunderstanding and misperception will be repeated m 
Korea China and Southeast Asia Efforts that the Jewish community and 
Amencans in general make today to improve Japanese Jewish understanding 
will provide important expenence and a repertory of practical responses that 
will be invaluable not only for Jews but for the United States as a whole as 
it interacts increasingly with the peoples of Asia
^H o k u b e i Mainichi December 20 1988 
1 ^ T h e  New York Times November 27 1988
l^ T h e  Hitachi Foundation headed by Delwm A Roy is located at 1509 22nd Street, 
NW  Washington D C  20037
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